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The seas and oceans  served as the communication highway  since pre-historic 
times. Waterways &  oceans have challenged human imagination and ingenuity 
that fostered  ship building and navigation technology



Surrounded by wide expanse of water, Archipelago Southeast Asians have 
developed  a sea-faring culture  that  involve boat & ship building, fishing, 
navigation technology  & above all adventurous spirit. 



Sea-faring culture  developed  through thousands of years  of observation and  
trial voyages  acquiring knowledge of ocean and wind currents .By the  late 
Neolithic period (ca. 2,000-1,500 BC)  seafarers  ventured further from the shores  
& learned to traverse the open seas.



The Austronesians  learned the regimen of the monsoons &  learned  how to   make 
use of their propulsive force & timed their voyages  accordingly. 



Archaeological excavations  in the Hemudu sites showed that the origin of 
Austronesians is not  necessarily Taiwan but in southeastern China which means 
that Chinese civilization had  an Austronesia component.    



Austronesian seafarers  migrated  by stages from  southeastern  China to far 
flung islands across the Pacific, to Hawaii, New Zealand  up to Madagascar in 
southern Africa.  Austronesians pioneered in establishing sea routes



Extent of Austronesia migrations  from the core region in orange, to blue  in 
Melanesia, to green in the central   Pacific area, all the way north to Hawaii yellow. 
They traversed the South China Sea  to the Indian Ocean reaching Madagascar in 
South Africa.



Austronesian seafarers  were skilled boat builders & navigators. They invented  sea 
worthy boats fitted with outriggers  and  variety of sails  that can tack directly  
with the wind.    



Structure of the balangay is  
classified as  planked-built 
carvel  type. Longitudinal 
planks are joined edge-to-
edge, the seam Joints  sealed 
with  almaciga & coconut 
fibers. The planks are  
reinforced  by U-shaped ribs 
Joined together with pegs & 
dowels. Ribs have holes 
drilled at  regular intervals. 
Into which ropes are inserted  
tying  the ribs firmly onto the  
floor and longitudinal planks. 
The balangay is propelled by 
oars or paddles and  square 
lug sails mounted on movable 
mast. This is possible because 
the flooring is very strong due 
to the ribs.     



Excavarted balangay in 
Liberta, Butuan, Agusan
del Norte  showing 
floor of the vessel. Note 
that the longitudinal floor 
planks  have rectangular –
shaped parts  in 
regularly arranged  rows. 
These are called tembuco
each one of  which has 
holes drilled through its 
side wherein  ropes are 
inserted  to tie or sew  
the U-shaped ribs
tightly on the floor. This
Balangay is carbon dated 
to the 11th C.    



Eighth century bas relief on the Borobudur temple in Magelang, Central Java
Illustrates  the structure of most Austronesia sea craft. It has planked-built walls,
double outriggers & three masts mounted with triangular sails   



Overseas trade was activated  by the last hundred years of the BC era that drew 
impetus from the emergence of empires – Roman, Persian, Indian,& Chinese.  A wide
variety of goods were exchanged first rare, valuable items developing into bulk goods
made possible by advances in ship building & navigation. 



This is a prototype of the Chinese junk whose structural design resembles  the 
Austronesian  ships Propelled  by mat sails sewn on tiers of battens make it 
easier to furl & unfurl from the deck; sails on masts & obliquely arranged, It is 
steered  with fenestrated rudder, leeboard  & yulou –that is operated like a 
rocking chair making the vessel glide like a fish.  



The structure  of the Quanzhou 
ship wreck (1275)  exhibit the 
classic features of the Chinese 
junk. It  Is composed of 
longitudinal planks Joined edge-
to-edge  whose seams 
are sealed with tung oil, lime 
that bind together shredded 
fibrous  materials  making the vessel 
impermeable; its  cargo came 
mostly  from  SEAsia.  

Interior of the ship  Is 
built  with 13 bulk 
heads  like nodes of 
bamboo each  one  
made watertight,  the   
bulk heads   
strengthen the hull.   



The recovered 1275 Quanzhou  shipwreck is 34.6 meters long by 8.2 meters wide  
&its rigging  may have been comparable to the Song Dynasty jong illustrated above.  



Model of  Song Dynasty Quanzhou ship 1275  illustrates rigging, three-
masted arranged obliquely with flexible  sails  that  open & close like 
folding fans. 



Contemporary  jong following traditional structure of wooden-hulled vessel  plies
Hong Kong  waters. It serves as transport and cargo needs along the southeast 
coast an d  can be charted by  businessmen on flexible terms &  schedule.  



This balangay was built in 2008 in Sibnutu, Tawi-tawi showing structural similarities
with the Quanzhou ship. The main difference is that this ship  used  U-shaped ribs  
joined by dowels & pegs, & sewn to the wall & hull  with ropes. No iron nails were used.. 



Parao or balangay also 
termed as biroco in full 
sail. It is two-masted that 
can be turned at different 
angles  to take advantage 
of wind direction and 
speed. Sails are made of 
flexible matting material 
sewn together on tiered 
battens that can be furled 
& unfurled from the deck. 
Carvel type planking 
re-enforced by transversal 
ribs tightly sewn on the 
walls. It is 18.5 meters long 
by 3 meters at the beam & 
2.5 meters draught, dated 
to 1880’s.   



Song Dynasty war vessel double-walled  propelled by long oars & equipped with 
catapult that could  hurl  fire  bombs. Forced conscription to build & row these 
boats  may have induced  people to flee oversea mainly to SEAsia.



Sea warfare  stimulated  technical  
advances in ship engineering  that required 
very  strong double-walled  vessels & 
propelled by oars whose snub stern could 
ram enemy ships Reconnaissance  imperial ship  propelled 

by waterwheels, a technique long used 
for Irrigation.



This is a model of Zheng He’s treasure ship. It is the much enlarged jong  
measuring 400 feet with nine masts  that can be turned at various angles  in 
accordance with direction &  force of the wind. 



This is  a model of the  
treasure  ship in full sail. Note 
that the sails were made of 
matting material, sewn onto 
tiers of battens that can be  
furled or unfurled  from the 
deck, The 9 masts &  sails  can 
be turned  in accordance
with the force & direction of 
the wind.     

A sketch  showing the 
comparative sizes of Zheng 
He’s treasure ship 400 feet 

long  to the ship Sta. Maria  86 
feet  the mother ship of 

Columbus that brought him to 
America. 



Wooden-hulled ships were supplanted by steel  hulled ships powered by steam 
engine.    China prohibited overseas trade, travel and commerce rendered her  
vulnerable to foreign depredations , from Japanese pirates & European invasions.  By 
mid 18th C the Qing government belatedly  commissioned  steel-hulled  naval vessels  
equipped with imported steam  engines.  Rebellions, break down of  social order & 
most of all the Opium Wars 1842-1856 caused large scale  Chinese migrations mainly 
to South East Asia. Asians lagged behind Western shipping & navigation technology & 
lost control of sea lanes.



Contributions of  economic sectors to the Gross  Development   Product. Note 
that  Fishing Industry is lumped together with agriculture.  Boat & ship building 
is lumped together with  the transportation sector. There is need to gather  more  
detailed  & precise data on fishing and shipping industries. 



Information on sea & coastal transport  need  to be  more specific that cover  regular 
shipping  lines,  bulk cargo vessels, vessels  operated by  companies like mines, agri-
business, etc.  as well as boat & ship builders, repairers and auxiliary  business enterprises.



China is the 
world’s largest 
producer of  fish, 
crustaceans, 
molluscs,  aquatic 
plants. In addition
China also 
produces non-
food aquatic   
animals and 
plants. 40.33% of 
world’s total 
production. The 
Philippines 
produces 2.09% 



China leads in aquaculture production. The Philippines is a poor third in  
aquaculture production.



Commercial fishing boat  built with 
marine plywood & fiberglass  is an 
example of hybrid boat  structure, 
many of them  operate  in the 
open seas  that border Malaysia, 
Brunei Darussalam , Indonesia, 
Papua New Guinea & Pacific Island 
Nations.

Tapay-tapay in  the area of Zamboanga  
Peninsula is an example  of commercial 
fishing boat usually  wooden-hulled, 
equipped with long bamboo booms 
that  carry large fishing nets. Most are 
motorized. Fishing industry employs 
more than 1.5 million people not 
counting  auxiliary industries & 
businesses.. 



This is one of the biggest fishing boats  of RD Tuna  Fishing Corporation. It was built  
in their own shipyard in Tinoto, Maasin, Sartangani. It plies  up to the Pacific & its 
regular  port of call  is in Papua New Guinea where the company  has fish processing 
plant, a joint venture with PNG government.  



2GO Shipping Line  is one of the biggest passenger & cargo shipping lines in the 
country. Its fleet  number to  about  40 all named after Christian saints.  Most of 

the ships are  second – third hand refurbished  vessels from Japan   



This is a passenger cargo vessel  that can transport land vehicles – cars, trucks, 
buses, etc.  Classified as Roll on Roll Off  ship.  Owned by Aleson Shipping lines  
that ply to Brunei Darussalam, Singapore, Malaysia & Indonesia and it  is new.



Seaweeds  are one the most fast growing plants. It is the source of carageenan used 
as all-around emulsifier, & rich in vitamins, minerals. Seaweed farming employs 
200,000 primary producers.



The Philippines  ranks  a poor third in world seaweed production.  In the last quarter 
of 2019 total production  amounted to  10,919,695.7 million metric tons.  We do not 
produce enough to supply   our own needs inspite of favorable ecological conditions.  
Seaweed farmers must be  provided with more incentives  to make their hard work 
worthwhile. 



MV Filipinas  is owned  by Cokaliong . It is a passenger cargo vessel with its 
home port in Butuan, Agusan del Norte. It is a new vessel.



These  two are surveillance & research vessels of BFAR built by Josefa  Slipways a 
Filipino  company In Navotas, Malabon It was commissioned when the government 
realized that we cannot always rely  on the US Navy to survey much less  protect our 
seas. This is one of the unexpected  results of our territorial dispute with China.



Bar graph  showing the small proportion of Agriculture, Fisheries  & 
Forestry industries  proportionate to national GDP $335.5 billion: 
white bar = fisheries; red bar = agriculture & forestry.  According to 
the  Phil Statistics Authority shipping business accounts  only for  
one half percent of national GDP.   



Bar graph  showing  Gross Development   Product  by 
region. The national capital region has the  highest  GDP 

while  Muslim Mindanao  has the lowest.



Region 1994 2003 2006

Philippines 47.6% 37.7% 38.8%

Region IX 44% 44% 40.2%

Region X 43.3%

Region XI 40.3%       38.5%        30.6%

Region XII 54.7%       32.1%        33.8%

Region XIII 47.1%        45.5%

ARMM 60% 45% 55.3%     

Poverty Incidence by Region Mindanao



Gini Coefficient  measures the  degree  of economic disparities   of  
society, The higher the  percentage point, the greater is the economic 
disparity  in society.  Brazil has  the highest percentage, China & US about 
the same, while the Philippines  is the  fifth.



The pie chart  shows the  
percentages of 

consumption  by  social-
economic sector.  

The world’s
Richest 20% consumes 
76.6% of  the world’s 
resources products & 

services.
The 60% middle  group  
consumes 21,9%. While 

the 20%  poor  consumes 
1,5%.  This pie chart

demonstrates enormous
Iniquities  in the global 

economy.  Are we willing 
to reduce   social-

economic iniquities that 
cause violent opposition?


